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A SAMPLING DEVICE FOR THE QUANITI'ATIVE ASSESSMENT OF PRAWN 
AND EISH SEED RESOURCES IN THE ESTUARINE AREAS 
K. J, MATHEW, K. RBNGARAJAN, G. S. D. SBLVARAJ ND K. N. GOPALAKRISHNAN 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin-682 01 8, India 
The need for a suitable and etiicient sampler for the quantitative assessment of prawn and fish sad 
resources of the estuarine areas was very much felt during the field surveys. Drag&$ or pushing a net 
was baset with ssveral dittlculties in the estuaries and backwaters. To ovorcom thsw, several devices 
such as drag nets, trolley type pu4hing nets, scoops, traps, etc. were tried and 5nally a simple and at tho 
same time ettlcient sampler was adopted. 
The Quantitative Seed Sampler (QSS) deviad for sampling in the estuaries and backwatets is an 
aluminium foldable cage of the size of 100 x 100 x 75 cm, open at top and bottom. All the four s h  
of the a g 3  are covered with nylon netti- Besides this, a square scoop net of 95 X 95 cm which ' 
would almost fit into the cage, is used to scoop out the seeds trapped inside the cage. The method of 
operation is to suddenly place the cap in a water area so as to 5rmly settle at the bottom ensuring corn- 
plate prevention of even the fast swimming organisms from the cage. All the prawn and 5sh seeds o w  
trapped in the cage could convenimtly be collected using the scoop net. Fabrlcrtion of the rompkr, 
matorials requitad, dimensions, its oporatiaa, efliciency studies made, advantages and disadvantages, 
ctc. are discussed in detail in this paper. 
FOR SUCCEFJSFUL Aquaculture practices, one of 
the factors needed is the knowledge about the 
availability of natural seed resources of the 
desired fishes or prawns. Aquaculturists need 
not always depend upon the laboratory reared 
seeds and this is not necessary also when the 
seeds are available in the wild in required quan- 
tities. The shallow areas of estuaries and 
backwaters (right from the water edge) have 
been found to be an excellent habitat for fish 
a id  prawn larvae of cultivable species. Their 
abundance has been found to vary with areas 
and seasons. Hence, a quantitative assess- 
ment of the natural seed resources in space 
and time becomes a prerequisite for the success- 
ful farming of brackishwater prawn and fishes. 
While conducting surveys for the assessment 
of prawn and fish seed resources of cultivable 
species in estuaries and backwaters of Kerala, 
the need for a suitable sampler for the quanti- 
tative estimation of the seed r e s o w s  was 
felt very much. Several gears such as drag 
nets, trolley rrpe push nets, scoops, traps, 
cages, etc. have been expaimented. Finally, 
an entirely new one was selected being the most 
e5cient. The present paper gives the details 
of the fabrication and operation of this sampler 
including the materials required, dimensions 
and its eftlciency (Table 1 and 2). A cornpara- 
tive study of the catch efficiency of the present 
sampler with another type of quantitative 
sampler was also made ('Fable 2). 
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